Abstract: In this paper, a comparison between conventional RST polynomial control by poles placement and RST flatness-based control is proposed. These approaches were developed, in discrete-time formalism by carrying out a generation of a reference starting from a flat output and by then analyzing the tracking error in closedloop. The case of the thermal system, that we applied an output disturbance, was considered by simulation to study the effectiveness of given flatness-based robust controller with the integration of an anti-windup device, in terms of tracking trajectory and disturbance rejection.
Introduction
The flatness property was introduced by M. Fliess, J. Lévine, P. Martin and P. Rouchon in 1992 to propose a new strategy to control continuous nonlinear systems with good performances in term of tracking trajectory. At first, the use of this property consists in the definition of an output trajectory allowing the determination of the variables of the flat system. Secondly, it concerns the elaboration of the control in closed-loop allowing to obtain a stable system giving place to a tracking of a desired trajectory with an error which tends asymptotically towards zero [1, 2, 5, 18, 19] .
Several techniques of control resulting from the theory of control were established and applied to real systems, especially the RST polynomial control. The exploitation of robust control with an argued choice for its design satisfying the control objectives in term of the tracking trajectory of reference as well as the regulation in the presence of disturbances, constitute the object of this paper.
A comparison between this well-known conventional RST polynomial control and a recent approach of a RST controller design based on the property of flatness of the mono-variable linear and controllable systems are carried out by considering the case of the thermal process control. is the transfer function of the dynamic linear discrete system where the polynomials A and B represent respectively the denominator and the numerator of the transfer function with respective degrees n A and n B :
A q − = a  + a  q − + ... + a n A q −n A
(1)
The choice of the polynomials R, S and T allows to solve as well the problem of regulation as well as of tracking. These polynomials are given by:
where n R = deg(R), n S = deg(S) and n T = deg(T ). The transfer function in closed-loop, in this case, is given by:
The calculation of the polynomials R and S is carried out starting from the choice of the polynomial P:
, this equation is regular and it can be written in the following matrix form:
Flatness-based Control and Conventional RST Polynomial Control of a Thermal Process 43 where M ∈ ℜ (n A ×n B ) × ℜ (n A ×n B ) is called Sylvester matrix. The coefficients of R (q − ) and S (q − ) contained in vector x are given by:
For the determination of the coefficients of the polynomial T , in the case of the tracking of a desired trajectory y c k corresponding to a reference model:
we choose T (q − ) = β B (q − ), to obtain:
with taking β =  B() , a static gain in closed-loop equal to 1 is then imposed. 
Rejection of disturbances
Let us consider S (q − ) the polynomial of the following form:
To reject a step disturbance, we can choose m =  with deg (S ′ ) = deg (S) − m.
Anti-saturation of the control
The direct implementation of RST controller often leads to a control signal whose amplitude can be very important. In order to keep this amplitude in an acceptable interval [u min , u max ], we add to the structure of control an anti-windup device [4] , d is the output disturbance and S * (q − ) is a polynomial defined from the relation bellow:
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where y k and u k represent the output and the control signals respectively.
The flat output is a variable defined in continuous time; we consider the expressions of the polynomials A (q − ) and B (q − ) in term of the operator q − , to be able to define thereafter the discrete flat output of the system. The system is considered as linear and controllable, consequently it is flat and its flat output z k is given by [2] :
where N (q − ) and D (q − ) are polynomials which represent the solutions of the equation of Bezout:
The flat output z k on which depend the output y k and the control u k , can be also seen as being the partial state of a linear system [3] :
The knowledge of the flat output z k allows to determine the open loop control u k of the system.
Trajectories planning
The objective of the trajectories planning [17] is to determine an open-loop control u d (t), carrying out the objective bringing a given system, of a certain initial state in a known final state:
z d is the desired trajectory for the flat output that is sup (α + , σ ) time continuously derivable. If the objective is to reach two equilibrium points of balance:
, where t  and t f are the two times known in advance, it is necessary to solve the problem of trajectory generation offline. A solution for the calculation of Z d (t), vector of z d (t) and its successive derivatives, is given by the relation:
where M  (t) and M  (t) are the two following matrices:
The vectors c  and c  can be defined from 20 and 21 by:
In the discrete-time formalism, the real output of system y k to be controlled, follows the desired trajectory y d k expressed by:
The synoptic diagram of figure 5 summarizes the different steps as well as the necessary tools to generate the desired trajectory y d k in a discrete-time formalism with considering the sampling period T e [2, 5, 12] . (21), we can determine the representation of state of the system in its controllable form:
with:
From this representation, we can write [5] :
with the observability matrix is:
and the controllability matrix M (A,B,C) given by:
From [5] , we obtain the flatness control law by the following relation [12] :
where a and k are two constant vectors constituted by the a i and k i coefficients of the A (q − ) and K(q) polynomials given by: a = a  a  ... a n− , k = k  k  ... k n− , where K(q) is a polynomial containing the closed-loop poles. The realisable structure of RST controller by flatness with q − operator can be then obtained by:
where:
and:
The dynamics of the closed-loop is defined by the tracking polynomial K (q − ) such as:
This relation represents the Bezout equation already defined in the traditional approach of RST controller. The choice of poles must be well optimized in order to satisfy the desired performances. This step appears the fundamental contribution of the exploitation of the flatness property in the design of such controller.
Indeed, the choice of the closed-loop poles corresponds to this of the tracking model of a desired trajectory and more precisely, to the poles of the K(q) polynomial.
Study of the robustness 4.1 Disturbances rejection and noises attenuation
By using the principle of the internal model, a deterministic disturbance can be rejected by considering in the transfer function of the direct chain an integrator. In fact, in order to obtain a robust controller, the polynomial S (q − ) must have a term in ( − q − ) which allows the rejection of static disturbance present on the output signal. Moreover, to introduce a filtering effect into a certain zone of frequencies, the principle of the blocking of the signal is often used by forcing the system to behave as an open loop system at these frequencies; what is equivalent to impose of the zeros in polynomial R (q − ). This led so that polynomial R (q − ) contains a term of ( + q − ) making it possible to ensure an attenuation of the noises effect in high frequencies on the system input [4, 6] . Thus, the following polynomials H S (q − ) and H R (q − ) are introduced into the model of the system:
By taking in account of these pre-specified fixed parts, polynomialsR (q − ) andS (q − ) of new RST controller can be expressed by:R
In addition, the dynamics of the regulation is defined by the choice of the dominant and auxiliary poles of polynomial K (q − ) of the closed loop given by the relation:
In order to take in account the pre-specified parts in the design of the new controller, it is enough to consider the increased model governed by the following transfer function:
Then, it is a question to redo the calculations of flatness-based RST controller using the method presented previously.
Analyze of the controller robustness
In order to maintain nominal performances in rejection of disturbances and in the presence of modelling errors, the sensitivity functions defined below, are calibrated and recomputed so as to satisfy the performances required. The sensitivity functions are given according to the type of disturbance to consider. By considering the three types of following disturbances: output-input disturbances and noises of measurement, we can thus deduce the output-input functions of sensitivity described in [4, 6] :
• Output disturbance: represented by the transfer function S yd (q − ) between the output disturbance d(t) and the system output y(t):
• Input disturbance: represented by the transfer function S ud (q − ) between the output disturbance d(t) and the input u(t):
The study of the robustness of the developed RST controller is based on the frequencies analysis of the modules of the various functions of sensitivity. Desirable templates for the sensitivity functions will be defined through the constraints of imposed performances and tolerated robustness margins. The purpose is to have the disturbance output sensitivity function inside the upper and lower templates as shown further in figures 14 and 15. Also, input sensitivity function must have a decreasing shape meaning that the controller is insensitive to noise.
Saturation effects
The additive static disturbances cause generally the increase in the amplitudes of the control signal applied to the system exceeding certain limit values. This especially presents a problem in the control of process by digital computers having thresholds in tension not to exceed on the level of their inputoutputs. Consequently, it is necessary to design a device of anti-saturation according to the technique already developed in [4] , where the law of control has the following forms:
with:S
In addition, by considering u min and u max respectively the lower and higher limits of the control saturation, we obtain:ū
However, it is possible to impose certain dynamics when the system leaves the saturation. This is illustrated in figure 5 . The desired dynamics is defined by the polynomial P S (q − ) given by equation (48).
Flatness-based Control and Conventional RST Polynomial Control of a Thermal Process 49 where τ sat indicates a time-constant of a system of first order. It is it should be noted that outside of saturation, u min < u k < u max , this mechanism of anti-saturation is equivalent to block  S (q − ) of RST controller given by figure 5. (47) is given by the expression:
In the following part, a comparative study between the two laws of RST polynomial controllers, RST flatness-based control and conventional RST polynomial control, is carried out by digital simulation by considering the case of the thermal process control. The flow rate signal is assumed piecewise constant and can be vary by changing the throttle position j.
The model of the thermal process, dependent, primarily of the valve position, if it is admitted that the temperature of the entering air remains constant, the transfer function of the model is given by [10, 16] :
where k is the delay, T is the time-constant of the process and p is the Laplace operator. For an ambient temperature equal to C, the identified parameters of G(p) are: k = ., τ = .s and T c = .s [10, 11, 16] .
The corresponding discrete-time transfer function is then given by:
T e is the sampling period selected equal to .s.
Determination of the desired trajectory
Let us consider thatB () = 0.7875 , we choose to generate the trajectory expressed in continuous time z d (t) according to the following polynomial form:
By taking the transition times t  = s and t f = s, and choosing the polynomial Poly(t), like reference trajectory between these two moments:
The desired trajectory z d calculated is represented on figure 7. 
Simulations were carried out by considering the following conventional RST controller polynomials:
The simulation results show that the response of the thermal process presents an important tracking error. The thermal process presenting one zero unstable it is thus with no minimum of phase that explain the response of the system given in figure 8. 
Flatness-based RST controller
The tracking polynomial K(q) is selected starting from the discretization of the continuous tracking model considered as third order system. Consequently, we deduce the flatness-based RST regulator polynomials designed by flatness are bellow:
leading to the results of figures 11, 12 and 13. The results in figures 11, 12 and 13 underline the importance of the implementation of flatness-based controller in term of trajectory tracking. In fact, we notice in addition that the tracking error in the case of first approach RST is significant compared with that obtained by flatness-based controller. Thus, the flatness property is very interesting in terms of planning and tracking trajectory exploited for the development of a closed-loop system with high performances.
The results of figures 14 and 15 show that the controller obtained is robust considering the sensitivity functions which remain inside the specified templates of robustness [4] . In addition, we underline the Normalized frequency input sensitivity function |Sup| Figure 15 : Input sensitivity function |Sud| case of input disturbance robustness of such controller related to the static disturbance and the high frequency noises rejection is clearly guaranteed. Moreover, the input sensitivity function presents attenuation in the high frequencies which define an elimination of noises in the input.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the study of the thermal process control shows that flatness-based RST regulator ended in a regulation of the robust and powerful type RST in term of tracking trajectories compared with such obtained by the use of the conventional polynomial RST controller. The design of flatness-based RST controller, depending on the choice of the poles of the tracking dynamic system and on the desired trajectory, allowed the satisfaction of the templates imposed by the typical values of the robustness margins.
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